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TRAVERSING DANGER ZONES

C

onscience International emergency response teams have a motto that echoes several other
world-class organization’s plans of action: “We go where the need is greatest, where access is
most difficult, conditions are the worst, and where others are not going—that’s where we want
to be.” Consequently, before US troops ever entered Iraq and Afghanistan, and while war was still raging in places like Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Gaza, Sudan, Nigeria, and elsewhere, Conscience International
refugee aid and medical teams were there, helping the victims of violence. Operations in the wake
of natural disasters and ethnic cleansing in Turkey, Pakistan, India, Haiti, Indonesia, Ethiopia, Uganda,
Bangladesh, and elsewhere also presented massive needs along with many hazards.
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Children’s fairy tales sometimes feature frightening stories of dangers like the big bad wolf, the evil
witch, and scary giants. Today’s world, as everybody knows, is full of real dangers—war, terrorism,
plagues, hurricanes, earthquakes, and floods. So, the main watchwords for sensible people are prudence and caution. Yet fear is paralyzing, and is not an option for those who feel compelled to respond
to human needs. The 21st Century is now confronting abysmal human heartache, wrenching tragedy,
and visceral pain on a gigantic scale. Raging slaughter and huge displacement of populations is continuing in the Middle East, Africa, Southeast Asia, and other regions. We are cautious but determined,
and invite you to help us help them.
Conscience International adheres to all provisions of international humanitarian law
and observes the internationally- recognized Sphere Standards for humanitarian field operations.
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Where few dare to go-- Conscience International is crossing borders during wars and pandemics, negotiating through political
upheavals, risking dangerous roads and civil unrest to deliver critical needs to those who are the most underserved.
For families in the northeast mountains above Dohuk in northern IRAQ,
government resources and the desire to help them does not exist—they
are the forgotten people. Countless are elderly and dependent on the kindness of others. Some raise sheep as their sole means of support, but when
winter snows come and grassy pastures disappear, families are on their own
until spring, hungry and desolate. That is how a Conscience International
team found them this past winter when they trekked up the mountains
to distribute food and warm clothing. “In most cases the living conditions
were considerably worse than those in the IDP and refugee camps,” our
team reported. In Charan, Rawanduz, and Lumana, some families lacked
wood or fuel to heat their homes, and in the absence of rain, water was
scarce, but the biggest problem was hunger. Our team supplied 102 people
with enough food to last a month, bought fabric for each lady to make a

The forgotten people of Iraq

dress, distributed coats, new shoes, cold and flu medicines, and gave candy
to the children.
But as the team finished their work in the mountains, disturbing news
came from the Yezidi IDP Camp Chamishko, near Zakho in northwest
Iraqi Kurdistan. An early morning electrical fire had destroyed tent
homes affecting 62 refugee families as winter rushed in. Working with
local authorities our team hurried to help relocate them, distributed
new mattresses, blankets, pillows and propane stoves and fuel, provided
medical attention, and bought an airline ticket to fly one serious case to a
hospital outside the country. By being in the right place at the right time
the desperate and the forgotten were not forgotten—for now.
CI Senior Emergency Response Coordinator’s name
is withheld for security reasons)

Chamishko IDP Camp after a fire Conscience International delivering food and supplies

In NIGERIA, a nation where many villages have been burned and
many inhabitants slaughtered by Boko Haram and tribal militias,
the Hausa people have another problem—lack of locally-sourced
clean water. Women walk long, dangerous distances with clay water
pots on their heads to find an unpolluted source. An open-wells program, funded by Conscience International and dug and built by the
locals so they have pride of ownership, is bringing clean water to 16
rural villages, serving up to 2000 people in each. Once completed,
villagers can be assured of clean water uncontaminated by livestock
and other impurities, and women will be safer, drawing water closer
to home. (CI Program Director for West Africa is Baker Hill.)
Hausa women drawing clean water from local open wells
so food and supplies got through. But in
Dhaka on arrival and again on departure, our
U.S.-based program director, who was born in
Bangladesh, was nevertheless forced to stay
indoors due to the growing political unrest.
“It was a scary time,” he reported. “I didn’t feel
safe at all.” (CI Program Director for SE Asia is
Richard Sarker.)

YOU CAN HELP THEM
As political violence and instability increased
in BANGLADESH this spring, military check
points amplified, and heat and humidity soared
above 100 degrees, a Conscience International
emergency response team used ingenuity and
stealth to get to remote villages and refugee
camps affected by Covid-19, starvation, and
poverty. To reach the refugees in Cox’s Bazar,

where Rohingya Muslims have fled to escape
ethnic cleansing in Myanmar, our team faced
intense questioning and scrutiny through six
military check points. One officer demanded,
“Are there any foreigners?” Without
government permission, foreigners are no
longer permitted in the camp. Fortunately, all
those on our team were native to Bangladesh
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and please consider a donation
on-line or by mail.
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